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Variations in Understanding Variants
(Hidden) Concepts of Text in German Critical Editions
R(diger Nut-Kofoth
“bstract  German textual scholarship developed diferent models of 
genetic presentations. While each genetic model requires a special 
concept of text, this concept is not always obvious at irst glance. This 
article examines for what reason, for example, editors omit remark-
ing on the precise variation process in the manuscript, why and how  
they indicate the position of the variants on the manuscript, why they 
abstain from presenting a reading text but opt to present the textual 
genesis only, why they add facsimiles and transcriptions to the genetic 
and the reading text presentation, or why they provide only facsimiles 
and transcription, but no reading text. Keywords  Text, Scholarly edit-
ing, Methodology, Editorial traditions, Critical apparatus, Historical-
critical edition, Genetic edition, German literature. 
T    about text- versus document-based editions, 
prominently represented for instance by Hans Walter Gabler or 
Peter Robinson, are based upon discussions on materiality and 
mediality that were held in literary studies in the last few decades 
Gabler  and , Robinson .1 There is no doubt that 
these discussions were intensiied by the increasingly accelerated 
development of the digital medium. Especially for scholarly edi-
tors, the digital medium changed its character more and more from 
a tool preparing the print edition to the inal editorial product itself. 
It is, therefore, no coincidence that the “rbeitsgemeinschaft f(r ger-
manistische Edition “ssociation for the Editing of German Texts  
held its conferences  and  on the subject of materiality  
and mediality  respectively. Since textual scholars like Jerome 
McGann, Peter Shillingsburg, David Greetham, George ”ornstein 
and others have shown that text  and the editorial object in which 
that text  appears have diferent characteristics McGann , 
1  I am grateful to Helen Swetlik for her editorial improvements in this article.
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Shillingsburg  and , Greetham , ”ornstein , the 
digital medium seems to force us to rethink the whole agenda of 
textuality even further. Hence, Wim Van Mierlo is right when he 
argues in a recent Variants article on Textual Editing in the Time of 
the History of the ”ook  New technological possibilities are cre-
ating new ways of understanding what text is . “nd he adds  The 
most radical change, however, is coming from the digital humani-
ties.  ”ut he also gives a subtle hint that scholarly editing did not 
begin with digital editions so that scholarly editors of digital edi-
tions should respectfully [keep] an eye on the traditions that they 
inherited from printed scholarly editions  Van Mierlo , .
In this essay I would like to look more closely at German editions 
of modern authors and I hope to make clear that print editions are 
not merely the obsolete ancestors of digital editions  print editions 
already apply a variety of diferent concepts of text, albeit at times 
implicitly  nonetheless these concepts have far-reaching conse-
quences for the appearance of text in the edition. Discussions 
about the characteristics of digital editions would do well there-
fore to keep in mind earlier debates about text and editing. The 
test that brings to the fore such diferent concepts of text is the 
manner in which an edition deals with variants. The di culty is, 
however, that editors do not always justify their treatment of vari-
ants, and where they do connect their way of presenting variants 
with speciic editorial concepts they do not usually have in mind all 
conceptions of text that we are interested in today. Hence, to gain 
an insight into those hidden or at least not always obvious concepts 
of text we should approach those ideas with a dual interest  irstly 
uncovering systematically the concepts of text represented by the 
editorial presentation of variants, and secondly considering those 
presentations and concepts in a historically appropriate manner. 
To start almost at the very beginning, about  years ago 
Karl Goedeke s edition of Friedrich Schiller s Sämmtliche Schriften 
‒  called itself historisch-kritisch  on its title page. If one 
wants to characterize this edition and its treatment of the variants 
as an example of many of the older, traditional scholarly editions 
one has to accept a superior category that can be called immate-
rial, abstract text . That means that these editions are interested in a 
textual representation of the text of the transmited documents but 
they do not deal with the speciic nature or medium of documents 
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for instance as manuscript or printed volume  nor with the spatial 
dimension of the text on these documents, the characteristics of the 
handwriting, or the typeface. The notion of text  in such editions is 
comprehended in an abstract, immaterial and unmediated manner. 
In other words, in this understanding the characters of the writ-
ing system can be transformed without any loss from the author s 
handwriting or the types of the authorised print to the diferent 
types and layout of a printed scholarly edition. In respect of the 
variants it can be observed that they are represented hierarchically. 
The irst level of this hierarchy is the edited text that means the 
readable, the base text of an edition which in most German editions 
represents an historical version emended from textual faults, not 
an eclectic ideal text constructed from the transmission. Linearity 
is its main characteristic, regardless of whether, for example, the 
underlying manuscripts are linear or not. Variants are not difer-
entiated. The critical apparatus treats all corrections and revisions 
in manuscripts, and all variant readings from other authorized 
editions, equally by puting them in a lemmatized word list. This 
apparatus is subordinated to the edited base text, irst by spatial 
means because it is positioned below or behind the base text, and 
second by hierarchic means because the variant s textual position is 
indicated by its inevitable relation to, and therefore dependence, on 
the base text. The consequence is that the user of the edition cannot 
understand the variants on their own but only in their reference to 
another element of the edition. 
Goedeke s Schiller edition shows such an hierarchic order  it 
places the variants at a level subordinate to the base text. The vari-
ants therefore look like textual scraps. Still, Goedeke placed the 
variants near the base text, in footnotes at the botom of the page, 
and thus they are not completely separated from the base text. To 
do justice to Goedeke, it has to be mentioned that he was aware 
of the problems of such an editorial representation, particularly 
in respect of manuscript variants. In volume , which contains 
Schiller s dramatic fragments , Goedeke pointed to a problem 
that would be solved only a hundred years later  
Nur eine photographische Wiedergabe könnte einen ”egrif 
gewähren, was dem Dichter während der “rbeit der “ufzeichnung 
bed(rftig erschien. “ber auch nur in der Photographie w(rde die 
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“rt seines eigentlichen Schafens deutlich werden. Dazu reichen 
gestrichne Letern und Schriftsorten verschiedenster “rt nicht aus. 
Schiller , vi  reprinted in Nut-Kofoth , 
[Only a photographic reproduction could convey an idea of what 
the poet deemed necessary to record as he was working. “nd only 
photography could give a distinct impression of the nature of his 
essential creation. Cancelled leters and all sorts of typefaces cannot 
serve this purpose.]
The system of sigla that Goedeke introduces to represent the 
author s working process is a minimal irst step towards a spatial 
and genetic presentation see Schiller , .
The next step in the historical development of the editorial posi-
tion of text and variants appears in the Weimar Goethe edition, 
the most voluminous edition of a German author to date Goethe 
‒ . Its edited text is based on another concept, namely on 
the author s last version, and the edition is organized by genre, 
whereas Goedeke s Schiller edition uses an early version as base 
text and is organized chronologically. These diferences are meth-
odologically important for the history of German editions  they 
indeed can be regarded as opposite editorial concepts striking for 
supremacy in the early history of German literary studies see for 
instance Nut-Kofoth . ”ut with regard to an interest in the 
textuality of the variants  presentation you see there is no concep-
tual diference between Goedeke s Schiller edition and the Weimar 
Goethe edition. ”oth represent the author s text as an immate-
rial, abstract text, and like the Schiller edition the Weimar Goethe 
edition classiies text and variants in two diferent levels, making 
the variants dependent on the base text. However, the Weimar 
Goethe edition makes the separation of these two levels more 
apparent. ”ase text and apparatus are not put in a visual relation, as 
happens in the Schiller edition, but are placed in diferent parts of 
the volume or sometimes even in diferent volumes. “lthough the 
apparatus of the Weimar Goethe edition is much more comprehen-
sive and detailed than that in the Schiller edition, it is at the same 
time much more di cult for the users of the edition to bring text 
and variants together. Indeed the variants in the Weimar Goethe 
edition bear more intensively the character of textual scraps than in 
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Goedeke s Schiller edition. However, we can also observe that the 
apparatus of the Weimar Goethe edition implies certain informa-
tion about spatial references, like Word ” after Word “  or Word 
” above Word “ . That said, this does not mean that the apparatus 
of the Weimar Goethe edition is really interested in the position 
of the variants on the manuscript. “ctually, these spatial descrip-
tions are nothing more than a workaround for genetic descriptions 
for which acceptable solutions did not exist at that time. “ll in all 
we have to recognize that those nineteenth-century editions of 
modern German authors understand text as an abstract mater 
that is unproblematically transferrable from one materialized 
appearance into another. ”oth of these appearances share the same 
general writing system  in other words, the edition is only inter-
ested in representing the abstract type and not the concrete token. 
In this context only the base text bears the character of text. The 
presentation of fragmented variants illustrates that the apparatus 
has not yet found its new genetic task  to represent the textual devi-
ations not for reason of text constitution but for making visible the 
author s working process. The variants in the Schiller and Goethe 
editions look like non-functionalized archival fragments.
The next systematically important stage in handling variants 
did not arrive until the s when Friedrich ”eißner developed 
his stepped  apparatus that allowed him to render complex alter-
ations in the author s writing process. The form was irst tested in 
his edition of the writings of Christoph Martin Wieland in  and 
was then used in the Friedrich Hölderlin edition, which appeared 
from  onwards ”eißner , extracted in Nut-Kofoth , 
‒  Hölderlin ‒ . On the one hand, text and apparatus 
are still separate in the Hölderlin edition  ”eißner consolidated this 
nineteenth-century practice because the text and apparatus are now 
regularly placed in diferent volumes. The result is that the status 
of the edited text as a representation of the work becomes more 
self-suicient than in either the Schiller or the Goethe edition. The 
step-like apparatus however is beter suited to designate complex 
alterations and revisions, and indicates the growing independ-
ence of such passages. For the irst time we encounter a form that 
takes the textual character of variants seriously. For the user of the 
edition, this means that he or she is no longer confronted with frag-
mented deviations but can read the internal genetic relationship 
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between variants as connected text, or to be more precise as, 
connected text passages. Due to the alphanumeric numbering the 
editor does not need verbal descriptions for genetic information 
anymore. Nevertheless ”eißner sometimes uses such descriptions. 
giving the genetic information within a lemmatized presentation. 
This is no more than a relic of former editorial methods as found in 
the Weimar Goethe edition for example.
”eißner is not really interested in the spatial dimension of the 
manuscript text  we can go as far as to say that he is not interested 
in any material aspect of the manuscript at all. For that reason, he 
did not indicate which elements of the genetic variants the author 
crossed out in his manuscript, which he wrote repeatedly, which are 
substitutions and which are alternative readings. One can say that 
these omissions characterize ”eißner s editorial concept as impre-
cise with regard to the manuscript record. ”eißner, however, was 
not interested in details of genetics, but in the i d e a l e  Wachstum  
ideal growth  of the author s work that he abstracted from the 
manuscript record ”eißner ,  and b, ,  reprinted in 
Nut-Kofoth , . He aimed to produce lesbare Varianten  
readable variants , an aim nobody had atempted before ”eißner 
a . ”eißner ― so much is clear ― thus still adheres to the edito-
rial paradigm that understands text only in its immaterial, abstract 
form  he was not at all, or at least not systematically, interested in 
the material aspects of text. Despite giving a new status to variants 
as more autonomous, like the editors that went before him he still 
organized text and variants in a hierarchic manner. 
“iming to make the apparatus more readable, ”eißner gave a 
new prominence to variants as text to be read. The result however 
was that this genetic system was not only an imprecise relection of 
the manuscript record but also a genetically inadequate one, since 
the system was oriented towards the last genetic step that make 
all intermediate steps look like discontinued and immediately 
corrected text pieces. It was Hans Zeller who tried to remedy these 
deiciencies with his synoptic apparatus for the Conrad Ferdinand 
Meyer edition Meyer ‒  Zeller edited vols. ‒  contain-
ing the poems of Meyer . ”eißner and Zeller s models have been 
described many times, and many times they have been labelled 
controversial see Nut-Kofoth , but this is not the focus of this 
article. With regard to textuality the diferences between the model 
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provided by ”eißner and that by Zeller are in fact smaller than they 
appeared to earlier commentators. ”oth editions refer to the imma-
terial, abstract understanding of text  both separate the base text 
from the apparatus by placing them in diferent volumes albeit 
that in the Meyer edition the apparatus volumes outnumber the 
base text volumes at about ive to one . Zeller s edition again has 
two levels of presentation, but now ― and that is the irst remark-
able point ― the genetic presentation gains further independence 
from the base text  the synoptic system does not need the base text 
as a reference text since the synopsis allows for a complete repre-
sentation of all genetic stages of the work. Nevertheless Zeller 
retained the traditional distinction between text and apparatus 
still placing them in separate volumes. The second point that is 
really new is the spatial orientation of the apparatus, relecting 
the spatial aspect of record. Zeller indicates all variants with posi-
tion markers that inform the user where a variant is located in the 
manuscript  above, below, in front of or behind another word or 
group of words, or in the margin at the top, the botom, the left-
hand or the right-hand side of a page. These markers are indicated 
in the synoptic genetic presentation by small leters in italics and 
diacritics. When Zeller presented his enriched genetic system for 
the irst time in  he justiied his procedure with reference to 
the reader deciphering and reconstructing the textual layers in the 
manuscript. In Zeller s own words the procedure ensures clarity, so 
that sich der Leser von der H[and]s[chrift] ein ”ild machen kann. 
Mir wenigstens ist ein ”ed(rfnis, die gedruckte Wiedergabe in die 
H[and]s[chrift] zur(ckzu(bersezen  Zeller ,  reprinted 
in Nut-Kofoth ,  it is possible for the reader to get a 
sense of the manuscript. It is my desire at least to retranslate the 
printed representation into the manuscript . “t irst Zeller had 
his detractors who believed that this aim was simply unachieva-
ble, but Zeller countered this criticism by concentrating on another 
efect of his method, i.e. by precisely marking, and distinguishing 
between, the record-related and interpretation-related results of 
the editorial process in his edition. Though referring to the interest 
in editorial textuality Zeller s earlier argument ― as strange as the 
result seemed to be ― is a stronger one, because it includes spatial 
elements of the text and thus tries to transcend the boundary of 
the immaterial, abstract text towards the unique concrete realized 
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material text. However, Zeller s Meyer edition suggests that this 
transition to the material text happens within an editorial method 
that still employs abstract, immaterial means of text representation. 
“s a result, the edition looks too much like a hybrid  it is likely 
for this reason that hardly any historical-critical edition picked up 
on this material-oriented aspect of Zeller s synoptic model even 
though with regard to its genetic base the model was to become 
very successful in the following decades.
“lthough the synoptic apparatus has the ability to make all 
genetic stages of a work readable without reference to a base text, 
it was an edition in the ”eißnerian tradition that realized this 
idea of mixing text and apparatus or correctly said that presents 
the apparatus as text. The two volumes of dramatic fragments of 
the Schiller-Nationalausgabe National Schiller Edition, ‒ , 
published in  and , no longer distinguished between text 
and apparatus but understood the variants as part of the base text 
itself. ”y incorporating the ”eißnerian genetic steps directly in the 
edited base text Herbert Kraft s edition of Schiller s dramatic frag-
ments crossed the boundary between text and apparatus but not 
that between abstract and material text. “lthough the edition is 
based on the theoretical idea of the Räumlichkeit als ein Theorem 
der Fragmentedition  Kraft ,  spatiality as a theorem of 
the fragment edition , the editorial representation of that space 
― e.g. the manner in which Schiller divided the page into two 
columns ― is not completely equivalent to the manuscript record 
itself see also Kraft . Kraft s editorial concept is founded on 
the idea of structural spatiality. In his opinion the edition has to 
distinguish between accidental and structural spatiality. Structural 
spatiality represents the author s conceptual use of the writing 
space on the page. ”ut when the author uses another part of the 
page for his corrections or alterations, he does so only because that 
is where there was still some space left  the placing of these revi-
sions is nothing more than accidental. Kraft is of the opinion that 
such accidental spatiality is not worth representing in the edition.
It must be pointed out, however, that Kraft s editorial concept 
of spatiality only refers to the editing of fragments. In his view a 
fragment cannot be divided in genetic stages because the fragment 
itself is a preliminary stage of the as-yet-to-be accomplished work 
and therefore it does not contain any preliminary stages in itself. 
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Still, the implications for the editorial concept of text that low from 
Kraft s editions of Schiller s dramatic fragments are signiicant, for 
even if only for fragmentary texts the editions signalled the end of 
the separation between text and variants as well as their presenta-
tion in hierarchic levels. Variants became part of the edition s base 
text itself. Concurrently a part of the material record ― its spati-
ality ― served as an argument for the textual presentation of the 
base text. That in itself was a further step towards a material under-
standing of text, or in the very least case a step beyond Zeller s 
position markers, when spatiality shifted from the apparatus to the 
text. Despite this shift, Kraft s textual concept was still primarily 
based on an immaterial, abstract understanding of text, as it was 
in all older editorial understandings of text. The materiality of the 
physical manuscript still remained editorially invisible.
This abstract notion of text also remained at the heart of another 
edition that broke ground for the conceptual transformation from 
variants to text  the edition of Georg Heym s poems, published in 
, prepared by G(nter Dammann, Gunter Martens and Karl 
Ludwig Schneider Heym . This edition had been originally 
planned as an apparatus volume for the Heym edition of the s. 
Its text volumes appeared, but the intended apparatus volume was 
never realized. It was the extensive study of Heym s manuscripts 
that led the editors to new theoretical considerations. When in 
, the same year that Kraft s irst volume of Schiller s dramatic 
fragments came out, Gunter Martens published their indings, he 
introduced a new theoretical understanding of text with his theory 
of Textdynamik  textual dynamic . Its main idea is that die 
(ber variante Stadien verlaufende Entwicklung eines Werkes  can 
be understood als eine wichtige textspeziische “ussage, ja sogar 
als speziische Qualität von Text schlechthin  Martens ,  
the variant stages in the development of the work  can be under-
stood as an important text-speciic statement, even as a speciic 
quality of text per se . Consequently, the traditional apparatus 
was no longer simply a part, but the "Kernstuck" core  of the 
edition, with the base text being no more than a "Superadditum zur 
Variantendokumentation" Martens ,  special addition to 
the documentation of variants . This concept was realized in the 
Heym edition of  where the synoptic apparatus ― or rather the 
text in the form of a synoptic apparatus ― is the only text given in 
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the edition, which deliberately omited a supplementary base text 
presentation. The edition abolished for good the hierarchical order 
of text and variants by giving the variants ― now understood as a 
textual unity ― independent status as appropriate and necessary 
to present the textual genesis. Unlike Kraft s edition of Schiller s 
dramatic fragments, the Heym edition amalgamates variants and 
text for all types of text, not just for fragments. ”ut at last the Heym 
edition remains in the realm of the immaterial, abstract text. 
In , four years after Martens  presentation of his theory of 
Textdynamik , the Frankfurt Hölderlin edition took the irst step 
towards material textuality by integrating a synoptic genetic text 
and a reading text with manuscript facsimiles accompanied by 
spatially oriented transcriptions Hölderlin ‒ . “lthough 
the concept of the Frankfurt Hölderlin edition represents heralds 
a turning point in the history of German editing, it is important to 
point out that the inclusion of facsimiles was not done for its own 
sake, i.e. the presentation of the author s text as writing performed 
in a concrete spatial form and with particular writing instruments 
and material. Instead, the facsimiles and transcriptions serve as a 
tool for the reader to check to a certain degree the editor s work 
Hölderlin ‒  and Hölderlin ,  see also Groddeck 
and Satler , .  While this means that the reader can use the 
edition to explore the material aspects of Hölderlin s texts, the 
edition nevertheless remains wedded to disclosing the abstract, 
immaterial text in the synoptic and reading texts.
Not until the Kaka edition of Roland Reuß and Peter Staengle, 
which started publication in , was the border with the material 
text inally crossed Kaka ‒ . “nd it did it so categorically that 
― concerning the manuscripts ― any opportunity to return to the 
immaterial text was curtailed by the editors. Reuß and Staengle s 
Kaka edition only presents facsimiles and spatial transcriptions 
with some material-based genetic indications. The two traditional 
main tasks of editing modern authors, the exhaustive representa-
tion of the textual genesis and the establishment of a reading text, 
 Die Wiedergabe der problematischen Handschriften im Faksimile 
ermöglicht die Überpr(fung des Wortlauts, der Textentstehung und des Text-
zusammenhangs  Holderin ,  The representation of the problematic 
manuscripts by facsimiles allows the veriication of the wording, the textual 
genesis and the textual connection .
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are programmatically excluded from the edition. Reuß justiies the 
edition s approach by declaring that a draft is not a text because 
of the draft s non-linear character. Since the editorially constituted 
text can refer only to linguistic objects that are or contain  a text, 
such as a fair copy or a irst print edition, the editor cannot create a 
reading text from a draft but can only present facsimiles and tran-
scriptions Reuß , . “s a consequence of this concept of text 
an editor cannot constitute a reading text from a draft. The Kaka 
edition in other words takes the material manifestation of textual-
ity in the archival record very seriously  the facsimile is thus the 
core of the edition, while the transcription serves as a tool to read 
the handwriting. The edition arranges these facsimiles and tran-
scriptions in the order of the manuscripts  physical creation. In the 
case of the novel fragment Der Process   The Trial  for example 
the page-by-page representation of Kaka s copybooks and ― for 
imitating the materiality of the copybooks each of which usually 
contains a single chapter ― the separated bound and unnumbered 
editorial units show that Kaka neglected to sort the chapters Kaka 
‒ and . Since the edition is essentially orientated towards 
an archival dimension of editing, its concept of textuality is accord-
ingly material based, even if Reuß avoids the use of the term text .
“fter this short overview of the changes in how German schol-
arly editions understand base text and textual variants, I want to 
focus briely on a further aspect of textuality within the context 
of variants and textual genesis  the inclusion of an author s 
textual sources in the Marburg Georg ”(chner edition ”(chner 
‒ . Furthermore, the edition reproduces these sources in 
extenso and links those that ”(chner adopted and integrated in his 
work for a second edited reading text, using typographical means 
to indicate the intensity of these adoptions see Dedner . This 
method crosses another boundary, viz. that between the author s 
text and the text of other authors. “lthough the ”(chner edition 
is an author-centred edition, it brings not only the aspect of inter-
textuality to the fore but it makes it visible within the editorial text 
and not ― as is usual ― in the commentary. In treating source texts 
in this manner, the edition highlights the intertextual nature of 
the work. “s the source text becomes part of the textual genesis, it 
expresses a kind of intertextual variance to the text.
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 On balance, this brief review of textual peculiarities and 
diferences in understanding text and variants in editions of 
German-speaking authors of the last  years should illustrate 
nothing more than a spectrum of textuality of which one element 
or another was taken as a basis for the respective editorial concept. 
This spectrum ranges across editions that impose an hierarchical 
order between text and variant to editions that bestow increasing 
independence to variants, which are considered to be text in their 
own right. The spectrum also ranges from editions that represent 
text immaterially and abstractly to editions that incorporate certain 
spatial representations in the edited text and to editions that achieve 
a full, spatially oriented and archivally constructed text that subor-
dinate ― or even eschew ― the reading text altogether in favour of 
a representation of textual genesis or the manuscript record.
We have to remember, though, that all of these conceptual inno-
vations to represent the textual record were developed for print 
editions. It is obvious that the recent turn towards digital schol-
arly editing, and the obvious advantages the digital medium ofers 
for integrating complex textual and documentary manifestations in 
the edition, will drive further innovation. Some of the areas where 
we will expect interesting developments are in visualization as a 
way of accessing the editorial object and in the possibilities of user-
controlled management. What we will have to discuss however is 
which elements in a digital edition are truly conceptually new and 
which derive from print editions but can perhaps be more fruit-
fully implemented in digital editions. That means we should try 
to distinguish more strictly qualitative from quantitative improve-
ments of the digital edition. Therefore the meaning of the terms 
text  and variant  and its application within diferent concepts of 
textuality could serve as a test case. Understanding editorial repre-
sentations of variants helps us to understand editions conceptually, 
print-based and digital editions alike.
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